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Community Impact

Throughout his career, Bill Ayars has demonstrated
unwavering dedication to making a positive impact in
his community through high quality design, professional
development, and service.

Registered Architect in Ohio
& Wisconsin

U.S. Attorney’s Office Heroin & Opioid
Action Plan Committee

AIA Member

Mental Health and Addiction Advocacy
Coalition (MHAC)

National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards (NCARB)
American Society for Healthcare
Engineering (ASHE)

John Carrol University Entrepreneurs
Association

Kent State Architecture Studio
Jury Member
2018 Smart Business Smart 50
Award Winner
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Committee of Architecture
for Health

Cuyahoga County Board of Health
Opiate Task Force
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Community Impact (continued...)

AIA CLEVELAND | OHIO | NATIONAL
A long-time member of the AIA – Bill highly encourages all
employees to be members of the AIA and makes sure that
Perspectus covers a portion of membership cost.
Bill and the Perspectus team are active at the local, state and national level
through sponsorship, committee membership, mentorship, enthusiastic
participation and by regularly attending events ranging from local Happy
Hours to the National Conference.

ARE / EMERGING PROFESSIONAL MENTORING
Bill has taken many steps over the years to assist and properly
equip graduates and Emerging Professionals to advance
toward licensure.
The program he has established, not only provides study materials, but
pairs new graduates and EP’s with principals of the firm who offer their
support, guidance and expertise through one-on-one mentorship. Group
sessions are held monthly for mentees to ask questions, compare notes
and share study tips. The Perspectus program rewards successful test
results by reimbursing mentees for the cost of each passed test.

14

designers have
achieved
Architectural
or Interior Design
Registration under
Bill’s mentorship

10

designers have
become LEEDcredentialed
under Bill’s
guidance

ACHA requires its Certificate Holders to work towards the improvement
of healthcare architecture on behalf of the public, to practice in an ethical
manner, to maintain high standards of specialized continuing education,
and to add to the body of knowledge. The ACHA keeps a Certificate Holder
Directory available to healthcare organizations so that they may connect
and enlist the services of it’s members.
For Bill, achieving ACHA certification was another important step in his
journey of making his expertise in healthcare available to the community.
The ACHA Certificate Holder Directory allows healthcare organizations to
search for certificate holders by the states in which they are licensed in and
by their specialties.

Being a member of the ACHE allows Bill to share and learn best practices
across the United States and it’s territories. Bill has been able to take these
best practices and apply them to his work in Northeast Ohio, improving the
patient care module for the communities in which we live and serve.

PERSPECTUS UNIVERSITY
In 2019, Bill and the other firm principals established
Perspectus University. This internal presentation series was
created to share as much information as possible about
important aspects of an Architectural practice that may not
be thoroughly covered in school. The goal is to provide
everyone the necessary tools to expand their skill sets and
advance professionally.
Each monthly “course” is presented by an employee (or several) of
the firm who has advanced knowledge of a particular subject. So
far, the luncheon series has covered topics such as: effective project
management; productive client engagement; contract and proposal
management; construction administration; marketing and business
development efforts; proper construction documentation; knowledge
of codes; emerging best practices for building enclosure; and
most recently, a virtual presentation on Customer Relationship Management
software.
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTHCARE ARCHITECTS
(ACHA)
The American College of Healthcare Architects provides a
board certification for architects who practice as healthcare
specialists. Architects from both the United States and
Canada who have specialized skills and proven expertise
are eligible to apply. At the time of becoming board certified,
Bill was one of only 40 architects in Ohio to have achieved
this distinction.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF HEALTHCARE EXECUTIVES
(ACHE)
The American College of Healthcare Executives is the
professional society for healthcare leaders committed to
improving health. The organization is committed to leading
with intent, integrity and vision. These pillars align with Bill’s
values, and are one of the reasons he has sought membership
with the organization.
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Community Impact (continued...)

SPONSOR OF KENT
STATE UNIVERSITY’S
CAED LECTURE SERIES
Through Perspectus, Bill
has been sponsoring the
on-going lecture series
at Kent State University’s
College of Architecture
and Environmental Design
(CAED) for almost 5 years.

THE EMERALD JENNY FOUNDATION
When Bill’s eldest daughter, Jennifer
Emerald Ayars, died of a drug overdose
in 2016 at age 28, Bill channeled the grief
of losing his daughter in a focused effort
to help other Ohioans facing the opioid
epidemic find immediate support.
JENNIFER’S STORY
The Emerald Jenny
Foundation was founded
in memory of Bay Village
native Jennifer Emerald
Ayars, who lost her battle
with drug addiction in 2016
at age 28. The website went
live on May 14th, 2017 –
Jennifer’s birthday.

The annual Spring and Fall
lecture series seek to advance
architectural
education
by
featuring high-design influences
that are architects, professors,
scholars, entrepreneurs, artists
and designers from across the
world.

“MY JOURNEY DOWN THE BIG MUDDY: Love, Heartbreak and
Triumph Jet-skiing the Mississippi River” Bill Ayars and Susan Valerian, 2017
After surviving a fight with cancer, Bill wanted a way to celebrate his
life and to nurture his relationship with his daughters.
This book, written by Bill, is the story of their 1,700 mile journey down the Mississippi
River, an inspiring tale about overcoming obstacles and strengthening family bonds.
Ten dollars of every copy sold is donated to the Emerald Jenny Foundation.

DID YOU KNOW?
At the 2019 Convention for the AIA Ohio Valley Region,
Bill presented how he used “design-thinking” to create
the Emerald Jenny Foundation. His presentation was
called Dream, Plan, Journey, Focus, Celebrate: Design
Thinking Beyond the Built Environment

Jennifer’s sister,
Jackie, says:
“My sister was a
chef, artist, writer,
designer, loving family
member and friend. She
was a giver who could
always be counted on to
lend a helping hand to
friends, acquaintances or
strangers. Our efforts won’t
bring Jennifer back, but her
memory will live on to aid
others.”
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By serving as a sponsor of the
lectures, the onus of financial
responsibility is not passed
down to attendees in the form
of high ticket prices, allowing
students and others to attend
for free.
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Community Impact (continued...)

LASTING IMPACT
Recognizing a critical gap in access to support resources, Bill
established The Emerald Jenny Foundation with a mission to
support people struggling with substance abuse disorders.
Channeling his proven process for solving problems beyond
design projects, Bill worked to launch a life-saving recovery
tool that transcends the boundaries of his design portfolio. He
understands from firsthand experience how overwhelming it
can be to navigate resources and find treatment for a loved
one in need. Bill applied his design thinking to analyze and
find a way to diminish the challenge that families like his own
face when afflicted by addiction. In just 3 years, his foundation
has made a measurable impact on the nation’s fight against
addiction, and its website is now the State of Ohio’s official
on-line resource for connecting families to more than 1,200
addiction treatment centers.

The despair Bill felt while trying to
find help for his daughter became
the impetus for The Emerald Jenny
Foundation, a 501(c)(3) organization.

“We don’t know what the best
treatment is. If there was a proven
approach, everybody would be using
it. It varies for every individual. We
thought the only thing we could do is
think of it from a family’s perspective
and try to locate the resources
available to them.”
Bill and his team at the Emerald
Jenny Foundation did just that. Going
one program, one treatment center
at a time, the team began to build
a searchable database of treatment
providers, harm reduction programs,
homeless
shelters,
recovery
residences, and other organizations
that serve people who are struggling
with addition.

EJF then set their sights on a new
goal: to have every treatment
option in the state of Ohio listed in
the database in the next year. After
countless hours of calling treatment
centers and programs, asking
questions about their services and
filling out the matrix that populates
the database, the foundation reached
its goal.
But the work did not stop there. To
keep the website updated, the team
at the foundation reached out every
six months to all 1,200+ providers
and treatment options to confirm that
the information in the database was
still accurate.
Being an architect, Bill also put great
care and thought into the design of the
website; “We’re not showing statistics
or scare tactics. We spent a lot of time
on the design of the website. There
were huge conversations about what
the feel should be. I even thought,
‘You have to get their attention.’ But
we’re not going down that road. It’s
about softly showing someone how
to go from darkness to the light.
It’s very subtle in its appearance,
but it’s trying to help people move
toward something. Reaching out is a
difficult experience.”

Wanting to spread the message
beyond their ad- and trackingfree website, EJF also developed
pamphlets and billboards to promote
the resource database. The Emerald
Jenny Foundation website has logged
more than 425,000 page views since
its launch. In addition, the Cleveland
Clinic’s
Emergency
Department
lists the foundation’s website in its
discharge instructions.

B I LL’S OR I GI N A L I D E A S K E TC H E S
FOR LAYOU T OF TH E E J F WE B S I TE

Through his work as the Co-Founder
and President of the Emerald Jenny
Foundation, Bill is now also a part of
the U.S. Attorney’s Office Heroin and
Opioid Action Task Force, the Mental
Health and Addiction Coalition
(MHAC Ohio) and the Cuyahoga
County Board of Health Opiate
Task Force.
“Our goal is that if people are starting
to discuss this more openly, we can
enhance that conversation and make
it clear that it’s OK to talk about it
and seek advice. We’re doing what
we can to allow it to be a topic
of conversation.”

EMERALDJENNYFOUNDATION.ORG
B I LL AYA R S , J A C K I E AYA R S & S U S A N TA R RY

is referenced on more than 25 different
websites across the state of Ohio.
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After Jennifer’s death, Bill took time
to process what he and his family
had just been through. Out of this
was born a new mission: to help
others find answers that he and his
family had not been able to. “It’s
really difficult to make decisions.
Where to call? Who to call? We just
found that the avenues or the ways
that you can begin researching would
get overly complicated very quickly.
If you don’t know what drugs they
are using and you don’t know the
terminology, in many instances, you
run into roadblocks.”

The foundation set their sights
on listing all available treatment
options in Cuyahoga County. When
they accomplished that goal, they
expanded the database to include
the counties that made up Northeast
Ohio. The team completed this goal
in time for the website’s launch on
Jennifer’s birthday.
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Community Impact (continued...)

“

PUBLICATIONS & NEWS COVERAGE

________
Bill Ayars, Founder & President of
The Emerald Jenny Foundation

The work that Bill and the EJF team are doing, has been featured multiple times in numerous different
publications, and programs:
Prognosis Ohio: August 2019, Addiction Treatment
Resources with Emerald Jenny Foundation founders, Bill
and Jackie Ayars

THINK - Case Western Reserve University: Fall/Winter
2017, Understanding an Epidemic - Researchers Delve into
the Expanding Opioid Crisis—and Work to Combat It

WOSU 89.7: August 2019, All Sides with Ann Fisher –
Wellness Wednesday - Interview

The Plain Dealer/Cleveland.com: December 2017,
Emerald Jenny Foundation creates addiction treatment
search tool

WKYC Channel 3: April 2019, We the People - Interview
WOIO Cleveland 19 News: February 2019, Opiod Crisis –
Helping People Find Treatment
The Gazette (Medina, Oh.): January 2019, Website shows
where to find help amid opioid crisis
WDOK FM Radio: December 2018, Cleveland Connection
with Michelle O’Dell - The Emerald Jenny Foundation
Dayton Daily News: December 2018, Opioid crisis:
Finding quality treatment a challenge
WVIZ-TV (PBS Ideastream): April 2018, Emerald Jenny
Foundation - Local Family Turns Heartbreak into Plan to
Stop Opioid Deaths

Smart Business: January 2018, Father who lost daughter
to addiction wants to help families find answers
The Plain Dealer/Cleveland.com: January 2018, Fentanyllaced cocaine is Ohio’s newest killer - but we can combat
this scourge: Dennis Cauchon (Opinion)

WEWS-TV (ABC): December 2017, Emerald Jenny
Foundation helps addicts, families connect with nearby
resources
Cover 2 Resources Podcast: July 2017, Building an
Accessible Resource: Bill Ayars, The Emerald Jenny
Foundation
Crain’s Cleveland Business: November 2017, Database
provides help for fight against opiates

“

THE WORK YOU ARE DOING TO
CATALOGUE OHIO’S TREATMENT
OPTIONS AND TO MAKE THAT
INFORMATION USABLE FOR THE
PUBLIC IS OUTSTANDING.
________

Jamie Carmichael, Deputy Director, Office of
Public Affairs | Ohio Department of Mental Health
& Addiction Services
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Smart Business: January 2018, Emerald Jenny Foundation
offers guidance to families fighting addiction

Rumble.com / WEWS: December 2017, Emerald Jenny
Foundation helping fight addiction

“

“

AS A PARENT, I WOULD TEND TO FOCUS ON THE BEHAVIOR.
JUST STOP DOING THAT. GO GET HELP... NEVER REALLY ACCEPTING
ADDICTION AS A DISEASE WAS MY BIGGEST MISCONCEPTION.
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